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A Hand Up to Residents with Homes in Need
of Tender Loving Care
THE COMMUNITY AND ITS HISTORY

A BRUSH WITH KINDNESS
AT - A - G L A N C E
TARGET AREA OF REVITALIZATION:
Homes in need of repairs owned by households

In 1998 the Greater Minneapolis Council of Churches offered a
program called the Metro Paint-A-Thon targeted at low-income
seniors whose homes were in need of a few coats of exterior
paint. The program used materials donated from Valspar and
volunteer labor from different congregations who went to the
homes of seniors and left them more livable and colorful.

with low-incomes
TIME FRAME: 1999–present
INITIAL COSTS: $75,000; today close to
$800,000
PROJECT PARTNERS: Federal Home Loan
Bank of Des Moines, Habitat for Humanity of
Minnesota, Twin Cities Habitat For Humanity,
Valspar
KEY STRATEGIES: Volunteer support,
homeowner participation, donated supplies,
targeted approach, owner-occupied
rehabilitation, neighborhood revitalization,
aging in place

Valspar liked the program but saw a great need to have a
targeted community approach, one that went beyond just
painting. Pat Lund, who was director at the time, went to
Twin Cities Habitat for Humanity to broaden the program’s
scope. Shortly after joining Habitat he arrived at a name for
the program, “A Brush with Kindness,” which offers a warm,
non-bureaucratic moniker reflecting its painterly roots without
dismissing the repair portion of the effort. A Brush with
Kindness extends to repairs, particularly those that remedy
dangerous conditions.
“We wanted to have a bigger impact on all low-income
homeowners who had needs beyond just painting,” he recalled.
“We created the name and talked to neighborhoods about the
idea, especially in the core cities because that’s where a lot of
these homes were and that’s where the biggest need was.”
The first two neighborhoods to benefit in 1999 were on the
East Side of St. Paul and the North Side of Minneapolis.
Lund collaborated closely with the East Side Neighborhood
Development Corporation and the McKinley Neighborhood
Association to select homes that required both paint and
repairs. The program expanded statewide in 2009, with affiliates
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offering fix-up services in counties including Freeborn, Mower,
Goodhue, Fillmore, Itasca and more.

THE STRATEGY
The program’s approach has been to have volunteers and
Habitat for Humanity of Minnesota plan and execute interior
and exterior improvements that range from replacing a roof
to adding bathroom accessibility, from replacing siding and
windows to exterior and interior painting. Even yard work
and wheelchair ramps can be part of a project.

The program targets single-family homes, with
the occasional duplex or triplex. Eligible owners
have an income of 60 percent or below the area
median income. Homeowners are encouraged to
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participate in the repair of their homes alongside
volunteers if they are able, says Lund. “This is
more of a ‘hand up’ than a hand-out program,
but it depends on people’s circumstances.”
Homeowners also have to make a financial pledge to help
pay for larger projects when and if they sell or refinance their
houses, he added.
Programs in Greater Minnesota are similar. In 2010 three
affiliates in Minnesota added A Brush with Kindness
programs, and that numbers has since grown to 21. A
Federal Home Loan Bank of Des Moines $223,000 grant
went to help Habitat assist homeowners on rehab projects
that generally cost less than $3,000 per project, says Susan
Thompson, loan and grant program director for Habitat for
Humanity of Minnesota’s state office.

The affiliates picked up all the costs about half the time, while
a little over half of the homeowners paid back some part of
the repair budget, she says.

THE RESULTS
Since inception the program has rehabbed more than 1,700
homes throughout the Twin Cities metro. The demographics
continue to include seniors but have extended to the disabled,
single-parent families and veterans, Lund says. The program
has been adopted by more than 500 affiliates around the
country. “This pretty much works in any community,” he
says.
Demographic trends have led to a shift over the past decade.
“What I see as a pretty significant change is that requests from
the suburbs are outpacing the urban core over the past few
years,” Lund says.
In Greater Minnesota, 276 projects were completed between
2010 to 2015. “The impact has been huge, allowing people to
stay in their homes,” Thompson says. “Without the program
they would have to leave their homes or live in a really
substandard, and maybe dangerous, environment.”
The average income of those helped in Greater Minnesota
was just over $25,000 and 65 percent of the participants
were senior citizens or disabled. A Habitat for Humanity
of Minnesota information sheet tells the story of a woman
in Red Wing with a motorized scooter who could not leave
her home because of a rotting porch. With the help of many
volunteers, the program repaired the porch and added a ramp
that allowed her easier entrance and exit to her home.

Lund summarized the program’s benefits:
“We’re able to come in with volunteers, sponsors,
and supporters and give them a steadying
hand so they can get a handle on their home
maintenance. We help them stay in their home
and avoid homelessness or assisted living, which
puts a burden on others—the community and the
state. We help prevent that.”

LESSONS LEARNED
Paint is not enough. Adapting to the changing needs of
clients has been instrumental in the program’s longevity and
high level of service. The painting program became a fix-up
program to address significant deferred maintenance.
Setting expectations is key. A Brush with Kindness has
strong financial limits for what it will and will not do for
homeowners. By maintaining a strong focus it has avoided
sinking too much into one project and not enough into
another. Having an exceptional long-term sponsor like
Valspar has been critically important.
Funds are limited. At the state level the loss of one funding
vehicle led to a search for others. Thompson found a
Thrivent program that gives money for repairs of up to
$2,500 and tapped The Home Depot. Working with local
housing and redevelopment associations can bring in more
support and money.
Opportunity to make connections beyond home repair.
A segment of the population for A Brush with Kindness
struggles with mental health issues and poverty. Clients may
require more than just paint and repair; they may need the
assistance of agencies and nonprofits who can help with
financial assistance, mental health, employment, food shelf
access, legal aid and other services. Linking homeowners
to other service providers has become a feature of the
program. Having a sensitive, alert staff capable of seeing a
homeowner’s true situation, paired with a bench of skilled
volunteers, has contributed to the program’s success.
“Connecting people who need help with people who want to
help is a good part of what we do,” says Lund.
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